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THANK YOU ALL!
EASA DID IT AGAIN - ANOTHER UNFORGETABLE EXPERIENCE

IMPORTANT!

Tomorrow the ﬁnal presentation will take place, which
will be open for the public and
special guests. At 11hrs a tour
will be organized for directors
of the Condition Publique.
French orga askes EASA community to tidy op your bedroom, comb your hair and wear
your cleanest clothes and to
make up for our noisy behaviour. Clean up al your rubbish
and make a great presentation.
Visiting hours will be from 1-6
hrs in the afternoon, saturday
and sunday. All visitors are
allowed to enter, so be aware
for types with a less cultural
interest. Get up early, get your
act together and stay in good
shape untill the ﬁnal party will
take off! Sunday all scaffolding
has to be taken down by the
participants, and everyone is
welcome to help afterwards.

DELI CORNER
Chef has lived up to our
high expectations regarding the French Cuisine.
Normally an ordinairy
conversationstarter, the
daily complaint about
the food, this year wasn’t
applyable, and left people
desperately searching for
something to talk about.

With tomorrow’s ﬁnal presentation and ﬁnal party ahead, we already can say that this
years EASA again was unforgettable event! As the whole EASA community is putting in a
ﬁnal effort to get things ready for the ﬁnal presentation, french organisation is counting the
last day´s. Insomnia, shortages of material, complaining
neighbours, a record in EASA
history of injuries, internet/
network problems, thirty two
policecalls have tormented the
crew, still they wouldn’t let
their good spirits be effected
by these annoyances. Even
though not all workshops were
that visible, still a huge amount
of creative output could be
found all over the place.
Critical questions remain: did
EASA transform the participants in better future architects? How was the quality of
the workshops? Did all of them
make sense? Wasn’t there too
much partying? Aren’t there

too many people just hanging
around? A lot could be critized,
but are all critics appropriate?
And do the critics practice
what they preach? Still EASA
continues to offer a platform,
open to all, giving opportunity to develop yourself in a
new way, and to get to know
new cultures. With this new
cultures one makes new friends
and gains new insights, which
provide a basis for better
understanding of eachother and
makes future cooperations in
our profession possible. EASA
is not only architectural, it is
also European. An in the end
it is up to you what you make
out of it.

EASA WEATHER!
26º
18º
Tomorrow you’ll experience a brutal summerstorm. At all times wear
a ﬂotation waistcoat and
get a life insurance.
Drinking advise: don’t
swallow too much incoming rain, by breathing
through your nose.

SHOP
WORK
IN DEPTH WORKSHOP REVIEW
IN DEPTH WORKSHOP REVIEW
REALITY SOUNDTRACK
Tutor: Tao Sambolec / Slovenia.

Tutors : Jagoda Saric / Marija Saric (Serbia&Montenegro)

“The general idea
of our workshop is to create diverse events in space
and to analyse the observers
perception of space, as well
as it’s relarivization.” ,that is
how the tutor Jagoda Saric
from Serbia and Montenegro
introduced her workshop to
your all so beloved Paraplu
reporter. Together with the
other tutor, Marija Saric, also
from Serbia and Montenegro
she explained how this workshop, with a rather peculiar
name ( reasons for it stayed a
mistery to us ), experienced
some certain changes throughout it’s work.
At ﬁrst the main
issue was a theoretical survey
of the shift of perception of
space and it’s genesis seen
from the point of cognitive conventions, which are
explained as lower levels of
immediate empirical connection between the observer and
observation of object / space,
and the theory of relativity,
considered as a higher, giving
the transformed material a
new meaning and value. Getting to talk about the practical
part, some things became a bit

clearer. The workshop transformed the space of a nearby
abandoned building, in so far
that the perceptione of that
building would be switched to
that one of La Condition Public. They produced cardboard
cut people and positioned
them on the roof in order to
achieve a certain effect of a
space shift and a change of
perception. The workshop
also worked with ﬁlm as a
medium of analysis.
The participants were
getting fewer as the workshop
progressed, some went to
Paris or Amsterdam, and others fell victims to siknesses.

Nevertheless the tutors were
very satisﬁed with the ones
left, and had enjoyed working
with them.

“Beautiful project of a radio
in the city. From a pirate
channel, Tao emits sound of
his creation, which, pointed
towards urban walkers, will
produce sound clouds.” says
the EASA website, and probably won’t evoke a direct
clear image of what this workshop’s all about. It’s apparent
vagueness can be regarded as
it’s strength, because TAO has
invited all his participants to
create a personal interpretation of this theme, which has
led to six complete different
soundexperiments. Workshop
material: a transmitter connected to a discman, some
soﬁsticated acoustic software
and a bunch of radio’s. Tao
himself is involved in an
experiment which will bring
a critical sound in Roubaix’s
shopping centre. The radio’s will be hidden and 20
participants will mingle with
the shopping crowd. Sounds
of rattling pay-desks will be
heard all over the place, so to
make the consumers aware
that the industry is “transforming desire into consumption and commodity. Other
experiments include a soundsession in the shower area, the
love box, the dormitory, the
entrance and a cooperation
with the addictive vj-ing ws,
in which a composition has
been made based on recordings from a walk to town

containing the experience of
changing density and noise
intensity.
Encyclopedia Britannica
states: Music is an Art concerned with combining vocal
or instrumental sounds for
beauty of form or emotional
expression, usually according to cultural standards of
rhythm, melody, and, in most
Western music, harmony.
Have we been listening to
music? And what emotions
have been expressed? Maybe
a better description would be
to speak of an intervention
in space in which the sounds
change your perception of the
environment.

DUTCH GUY LOST HIS
CANON IXUS DIGITAL
CAMERA YESTERDAY
AT MEDITERANIAN
NIGHT - IF YOU FOUND
IT PLEASE CONTACT
DUTCH TEAM/FRENCH
ORGANISATION

SERVICE
PUBLIC
IN DEPTH WORKSHOP REVIEW

TUTEURS: Nicolas, Franz, Pier, Fil, Dag, Gil, Gonzague
(France)
individually housing blocks
where formed, often grouped
Service Public, tutored by 5
by nation or region, like the
young architects forming the
Skandinavian structure and
ofﬁce exyzt and 2 graphic
personalized by it’s individual
designers was the workshop
inhabitants. Some space was
with the most tutors. Workoccupied for alternative use,
ing with 9 participants, they
such as the Dutch-Lithuaare mainly known as they
were working on the enhance- nian square with sitting area.
Even though the ﬁrst days
ments of the site everyday.
the workshop crew mainly
Examples where modiﬁcations in the building itself, the controlled the safe construction of the boxes, meanwhile
construction of the infopoint,
the proces was recorded with
the EASA hotel and the
‘stop motion’ ﬁlm (interval
communication by signs and
photography). A documentary
posters. Together with the
French organisation the tutors will be made and showed. The
PARAPLU team can’t wait to
developped the scaffolding
see it.
housing system in which we

spend our daily few hours
of sleep and loads of talking
time. With 80.000 kg of scaffolding, La Condition Public
was transformed into a set for
a micropolitan urban experiment. During the two weeks
of EASA the empty building
was ﬁlled with small housing
blocks that were altered on
demand, for example when
new people arrived or when
two people decided to euh...
sleep in a ‘different social
conﬁguration’. Everyday the
EASA micro-city was different, with new additions and
substractions of temporary architecture. It is like a real city,
only in a different scale in
time and dimensions. Because
the Easians had to build their
own temporary settlement
the EASA the ‘evoluative
architectural proces’ was very
visible. Combinations of the

VIDEOPOLIS
IN DEPTH WORKSHOP REVIEW
Jure, Ivana, Višnja (Croatia)

The videopolis workshop tried
to discover the connection between macroscale and microspaces. The question asked: is
it visible from the microspaces, that the space is a part of a
big city? When cities increase
in size, the multiplicity of
layers of events increases too.
The proces of concentration
turns differences into simmilarities, for example the clustering of nationalities as seen
in Rbx. At the same time the
proces of specialization turns
simmilarities into differences.
The results of the videopolis
workshop are three documentary ﬁlms that show typical
fragments of Roubaix’s urban
rituals that were identiﬁed
mainly in semi-public spaces
that outline this theme. It
discloses different parts of

the city such as the poor
neighbourhood, where a lot of
people are out on the street.
They look hostile and want
you to stop ﬁlming. You can
recognize it is a dangerous
place. It is a big contrast to the
new shopping center which
is extremely clean, protected
by a gate and police walking
around. This and all kind of
multinational differences can
be seen in the documentary.
Go and watch it tomorrow in
the backyard!

THE BEAUTIFUL RESTAURANT IN FRONT OF LCP WORKSHOP

IN DEPTH WORKSHOP REVIEW
The workshop deals with the
project of the restaurant. The
owners of the house have
changed their living room
to build a restaurant instead.
Participants of the Easa are
working with family, designing new walls, roofs and
all of the interior. It is an
example of a good interaction betwen “architects and
investors” but maybe even
more a great comunication
between students, participants

of Easa, and local community.
It will not be ﬁnished when
easa ﬁnishes but the tutors are
going to continue the work
until ﬁnished, and enjoy the
hospitality of the owners. Tutors designed the project and
with the participants they’re
doing everything by themself.
The participants of this worshop have really learned what
it means to build in 1:1 scale,
how the small things, details
make good architecture.

Be sure to write
down everyone`s
emails – you will
be travelling a lot
for the rest of the
year, so your new
friends will be
useful.
Most probably
you won`t see any
results of your
work in workshop. Oh well,
you can always
try next year.
Do you really
have your ticket
home? Better
check now, because you have
been noticed
acting wild last
days...
You might feel
really homesick,
so better buy a
phonecard and
call your mother.
After that you
will be able to get
drunk with relief.
You can be proud
– your project
is almost done,
so party as hell
tonight – and you
can overdose alcohol as well.
Your health is in
serious danger.
Is it a ﬂu or a
trauma? We can`t
predict everything, so take care
of it all.
Have you noticed something
peculiar? There`s
someone watching
you. Beware or
enjoy it!

It seems that you
were born under
a lucky star. But
beware - not everything that shines
as gold is gold.
Start saying
goodbye to your
EASA love: there
is a probability
that you won`t
see each other
ever again. We are
sorry.
May not your
ﬁnancial problems
disappoint you.
Avoid them by
drinking other
people`s drinks
etc.
Have your noticed
your neighbors
acting strangely?
It`s because you
are scaring them
off. Buy them
some wine for the
sake of friendship.
Start enjoying
the last days.
Have you bought
presents for
friends already? If
not – don`t. Use
the money for
alcohol.

PARANORMAL!!

So did you start counting the
hours untill we say goodbye?
You still have some time left
to make it happen. Goodbye!
Please go, fast, pack!
Did you meet that person
from Luxemburg, did you
change the archi-world in
your workshop, you didn’t
try the love box, we know!
And why everybody forgot to
change underwear, or socks
maybe. And it would be nice
to visit the showers, you
know, water and brush and
soap and brush and shampoo
and bruuush...uh, hard to
remember it all! You think
we had time to shower, who
makes the papers, superheroes? He, but superheroic
was the mediterranean night,
although it looked as you
haven’t eaten since last easa!
What about belly-dance
girlies, you had problems with
sweat last night? Drums and
bases of mid america..Afterparty was raining in both, rain
and superbeat! Everybody
wet, sexy-haired and dried
in throat of boose..so water
ﬁghts were raising! And dont
even try to give your e-mail,
nobody will answer! Dont
be pathetic, stay beautifull
paranormales!

NOMADIC SHELTER

The nomadic shelter workshop made both a sauna and clothes,
like the weddingdress (below) and scarves, based on Swedish
wool tradition.

IN DEPTH
INTERVIEW
Elena, ESP
Tine, SLO

P:What is a sexy animal for
you?
E: Puma
T: Cat
P: How many inhabitants
there is in France?
E: No idea!
T: 50 million
P: How do you say bruise in
your language?
E: Morado
T: Odrgnina
P: What is your mission on
EASA ?
E: To know other students and
have fun
T: To survive!
P: Did you use your kondom?
E: No!
T: No...
P: Which nations participants
most look like architects?
E: Spanish!
T: French!

